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Foreign Rights 2018
PLANETA

FATHERLAND
FERNANDO ARAMBURU/TONI FEZJULA
Publication date: 2019
ISBN: Pending
Format: 264 pp. Color.
Retail Price: Pending
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Drama

Summary:
On the day that ETA anounces that it will abandon the armed struggle, Bittori visits the cementery to tell the grave of
her husband, el Txato, assassinated by the terrorists, that she has decided to return to the house where they lived. Will
she be able to live with those who harassed her before and after the attack that upset her life and that of her family?
Will she be able to know who was the hooded man who on a rainy day killed her husband on the way home from his
transport company?
Sales points:
•
•

Patria has solded more than 500.000 copies. 50.000 in only one month.
Toni Fejzula is an award comic book artist and has worked with Greg Rucka or John Arcudi.

About the authors:
TONI FEJZULA (Belgrad, 1980) is a comic book writer and artist from Serbia with several published works. Together with
Greg Rucka, an Eisner award comic book writer, has published Veil (2015). Dead Inside (2017), published by Planeta
Cómic, is his last work.
fernando aramburu (San Sebastián, 1959) is considered one of the most renowned Spanish writers. He is the author
of El vigilante del fiordo (2011) and Los peces de la amargura (2006).
A note from the editor:
“Fatherland has become the most succesful fiction novel in Spanish in the last few years with more than 500.000
copies sold. It will become an HBO TV show, granting a continuos success for many years to come. The graphic novel
is sure to become as big a success as its novel. Toni Fejzula adapts in a +250 pages graphic novel this emotional story
of a generation with a superb style and art.
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THE CITY OF MARVELS
EDUARDO MENDOZA
Publication date: Pending
ISBN: Pending
Format: 171x240 mm, 200 pp. Color.
Retail Price: Pending
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Drama

Summary:
Onofre Bouvila, an ambitious young peasant, travels to Barcelona in the late nineteenth century, where he becomes
a wealthy man via baldness cures, burglary, land speculation, film production, arms smuggling and international
finance
Sales points:
•
•
•
•

Based on the best-selling novel of the best-seller author Eduardo Mendoza, published around the world with
thousands of copies sold in several languages.
Set during the Universal Expo of Barcelona in the 19th Century.
Graphic novel adaptation in the same style and tone of Javi Rey’s INTEMPERIE.
Adapted by Claudio Stassi, one of the best contemporary European artists.

IAbout the authors:
EDUARDO MENDOZA (Barcelona, 1943) is a multi-awarded and well-known Spanish author. Mendonza has delighted
generations of readers and new authors with his prolific and rich works (Sin noticias de Gurb, Riña de gatos, La verdad
sobre el caso Savolta, El laberinto de las aceitunas). The city of wonders is one of his master pieces.
Claudio Stassi. Italian artist that has worked for European publishers like Casterman or Bonelli, just to mention only a
few of his classic and huge amount of work. As of today, Stassi lives in Barcelona and keeps working for Bonelli every
month, as well as working as a teacher at one of the most prestigious Comic Art Schools in Europe: Escola Joso.
A note from the editor:
Eduardo Mendoza’s classic The City of Marvels is one of the best known novels in contemporary fiction of a Barcelona
that may not come back. Claudio Stassi is doing one of his best work in tryin g to captivate that setting with a
particular tone and rythm that will mark this as a graphic novel for the ages.
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EN LA OSCURIDAD
SARA SOLER/ANTONIO PAMPLIEGA
Publication date: 2018
ISBN: Pending
Format: 171 x 240 mm / 96 pp. Hardcover. B&W
Retail Price: Pending
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Non fiction, journalism

Summary:
In the mid 2015, three Spanish journalists cross the Turkish border towards Syria. It is the twelfth trip on this zone for
Antonio Pampliega, who now has a feeling that something it is not as it should be. Suddenly, a ban from nowhere
appears, six armed men pull them out from their vehicle. His contact on the zone has betrayed them and now they
are in the hands of Al Qaeda.
In this story, Pampliega tells in first person his kidnapping and the struggle to maintain alive hope for they release. This
is also a story that wants to give voice to those who passed through this experience and survived, but also those who
could not.
Sales points:
•
•

A raw and vivid story about fighting for staying alive mentally and physically.
Sara Soler’s talent gives a fresh view upon this harsh story.

About the authors:
sara soler is a young freelance designer and cartoonist based in barcelona. She has drawn Red & Blue (2017), a
colorful fantasy comic book published by Panini about two monster slayers struggling to pay the rent.
ANTONIO PAMPLIEGA (Madrid, 1982) Antonio Pampliega is a journalist and has covered several war zones since 2008.
He has published Afganistán. La vida más allá de la batalla (2010) and Siria. Más allá de Bab-al Salam (2013) and
Siria. La primavera marchita (2015). He was one of the first journalists who entered Syria after the start of the conflict.
A note from the editor:
“Sara Soler’s first adaptation is proof of her new talent. Sara distorts conventions in graphic storytelling by adapting
Antonio Pampliega’s heartbreaking story when he was kidnapped by Al Qaeda. The result is a touching and emotional
graphic novel envisioned by one of Spain’s best rising talent.”
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HOY ME HA PASADO ALGO MUY BESTIA
DANIEL ESTORACH/TORRES/LÓPEZ
Publication date: 2018
ISBN: 978-84-9173-186-3
Format: 168 x 257 mm.
Retail Price: Pending
One shot/series: trilogy.
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Thriller, Crime, Superheroes

Summary:
Daniel is a normal guy. He pays his taxes, works hard as a freelance designer and sometiems has a beer with his
friends. But that was yesterday. Because today something happened to him. Something that has turned him into the
only hope for Barcelona against the steet gangs, crime and violence. Nevertheless, this is the real world and being a
superhero is not an easy job. You have to pay a high price...
Sales points:
•
•
•

An original, grounded and mature story about a superhero set in Barcelona.
Daniel Storach has already written three novels that follow Daniel’s story.
El Torres and Julián López are well-known by superhero comic fans.

About the authors:
DANIEL STORACH (Barcelona, 1975) works in communication and graphic design. His alter ego is a writer dedicated
to Hoy me ha pasado algo muy bestia, a series of three novels about the adventures of a superhero in Barcelona.
EL torres (Málaga, 1972) is one of the most prolific Spanish screenplayers and his work it has benn published in
France, Germany, Japan or UU.EE. He has worked for Image Comics and IDW Publishing and now for his own label:
Amigo Comics.
Julian lópez is a renowned artist. He has worked for the main american comic book publishing firms: Marvel Comics
and DC Comics, in series like X-men, Batman, Wonder Woman or Titanes.
A note from the editor:
“We have seen many superheroes stories, but none like this one. Daniel Estorach, El Torres and Julián López present
a superhero in Barcelona with the common genre tropes set in a European context, giving us a good look at what it
would happen if someone with powers appeared in our city, increasing the realism and the emotional involvement
of the reader like no other comic book of the genre.”
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VLAD DRACULA
ROY THOMAS/ESTEBAN MAROTO
Publication date: 2019
ISBN: Pending
Format: 220 x 320 mm / 96 pp. Hardcover. B&W
Retail Price: Pending
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Horror fiction, Gothic

Summary:
Roy Thomas and Esteban Maroto tell his version of Vlad Dracul’s real life, the historical figure that Bram Stoker based
on to create his famous novel.
Sales points:
•
•

Roy Thomas is one of the most influential comic-book writers.
Esteban Maroto carreer is well known by any comic-book fan, he has drawn stories for Creepy and Eeriee
Magazine and characters like Vampirella or Red Sonja. He has a very unique style with dense, detailed and
dramatic illustrations.

About the authors:
roy thomas (Missouri, 1940) Roy Thomas is a American comic-book writer mostly known for his work on Conan series.
His career stars in Marvel Comics as a scriptwriter for Iron Man, Daredevil or X-men. He will later take in charge the
Avengers series and even co-create some well-known characters like Vision or Luke Cage. He will substitute Stan Lee
as editor-in-chief in Marvel Comics. As a classic superheroes fan, he will recover golden era characters and create
series like Invaders and, later on, Justice Society of America (JSA) in his 3 years stage on DC Comics.
ESTEBAN MAROTO (Madrid, 1942). Famous and veteran Spanish comic author. Internationally well-known, he has
worked for DC Comics (Aquaman), Warren (Creepy) and Dark Horse (Conan).
A note from the editor:
“Roy Thomas and Esteban Maroto joined forces back in the early 1990s to tell the true story of VLAD DRACULA, the
origin of Bram Stoker’s Dracula. With their classic storytelling, Thomas and Maroto narrate a true horror comic-book,
with black & White reproductions from the original artwork by Maroto, remastered in all its glory!”
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TEXAS RIDERS
R.M. GUÉRA
Publication date: 2018
ISBN: Pending
Format: 16,8 x 25,7 cm
Retail Price: 20 €
One shot/series: One-shot

provisional cover

Rights sold in: USA (IDW) and Serbia
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Graphic Novel, Western

Summary:
TEXAS RIDERS is a Western like they used to be done. Dry, intensive and full of action and character development.
Serbian writer Dragan Savic joins forces with R.M. Guéra (Scalped, The Goddamned, Django Unchained) to present
a story about corruption, betrayals and murder.
Sales points:
•
•
•

R.M. Guéra, author of Django unchained, Scalped and The Goddamned, presents his most personal work.
His work has been published in USA, France, Italy, Germany and Spain.
Title started in 1984 and finished in 2017.

About the author:
R.M. GUÉRA (1959, Belgrade) is a Serbian comic book author and illustrator. He lives in Barcelona, Spain since 1991.
He debuted in the Yugoslav comic book industry in 1982 with the series Elmer Jones, a Leonesque western scripted by
Dragan Savik. They later collaborated on Texas Riders in 1984.
His work has been published in Spain, France and the United States. He is working on the Vertigo Comics series
Scalped, with writer Jason Aaron, as well as on Le Lievre de Mars, with writer Patrick Cothias for French publisher
Glénat.
A note from the editor:
“Texas Riders is the most personal work from R.M. Guéra, the excellent co-author of worldwide acclaimed series
SCALPED and THE GODDAMNED. It is a great honor to be able to publish this long lost story from 1984 and be able to
complete it and publish it finally. Every page is a tour through Guéra’s development as a graphic storyteller”
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FORNAIT
José Fonollosa
Publication date: september 2018
ISBN: 978-84-9173-362-1

provisional cover

Format: 16,8 x 16,8 cm
Retail Price: pending
One shot/series: One-shot
Principal readership: 13+
Category: Parody

Summary:
Discover the most hilarious anecdotes and situations about the game that has changed the E-Games world. If you
thought that these situations in the game were only happening to you... you was wrong!. Welcome to the world of
Fornait!
Sales points:
•
•
•

The videogame that has broken all the virality records of social networks.
The first Fortnite comic book parody.
Fortnaite has more than 45 million players around the world.

About the author:
JOSÉ FONOLLOSA (1975, Vinarós) is a spanish cartoonist. He started working on children’s magazines in 2000. He
published Billy Bob: Buscando piedras con las que tropezar (Dibbuks, 2006) and the graphic novel Te quise como solo
se quiere a los cabrones (Dibbuks, 2007). He has a versatile style and has worked on historic, dramatic and humoristic
series. His latest work includes Tomas Falsas (Planeta, 2016) and GO (Planeta, 2016).
A note from the editor:
“The best situations created around the new king of E-games! Refreshing and funny! Surely, you will end dancing the
take The L!”
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OUT IN THE OPEN-INTEMPERIE
JAVI REY/JESÚS CARRASCO
Publication date: November 2016
ISBN: 978-84-16636-06-8
Format: 17,1 x 24 cm/ 152 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 25 €
One shot/series: One shot
Rights sold in: France (Dupuis), UK/USA (Selfmade Hero),
Italy (Renoir Comics)
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Realism

Summary:
A runaway child. A dry and violent country. A closed-minded world, without names, dates or morality. In such a
scenario, this boy will have the opportunity to learn the painful rudiments of judgement or embrace the violence
forever.
Through archetypes such as the child or the sheriff, the author builds a strong story, gifted with great lyricism. A literary
debut with classic soul.
Sales points:
•Graphic version of this best-selling novel by Jesús Carrasco.
•Novel published in 30 countries. More than 500,000 copies sold.
•Film in production (Morena Films).
About the authors:
JAVI REY (Barcelona). Freelance illustrator, story boarder and comic book author, Rey has worked with Frank Giroud
in Adelante!.
JESÚS CARRASCO (Badajoz, 1972). Since 1996 he has worked as a copywriter, an activity that combines with novel
writing. Intemperie has established him as one of the most stunning debuts on the international literary scene...
A note from the editor:
“When we started developing what would become this graphic novel adaptation almost four years ago, not even in
my wildest dreams I would have conceived the result as what Javi Rey has done with this story. This is one of the best
graphic novels ever to be created. And I would say this no matter who would have published it”.
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THE BAZTAN TRILOGY: THE INVISIBLE GUARDIAN

ERNEST SALA/DOLORES REDONDO
Publication date: November 2014
ISBN: 978-84-16090-28-0
Format: 21,8 x 29,5 cm/ 96 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 20 €
3 book Series: Trilogy. 1st issue: available, 2nd issue:
available, 3rd issue: November 2018
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Thriller, Crime

Summary:
Someone is killing young girls. Spanish police officer Amaia Salazar will chase the serial killer although it means
unearthing old ghosts, shaking her family basis, and contacting with natural forces beyond any human knowledge.
Sales points:
•First graphic novel based on the famous crime series The Baztan Trilogy, by the Spanish author Dolores Redondo.
•Next issues: Legacy of the Bones (2017) and Offering to the Storm (2018).
•The trilogy of novels has sold more than one million copies worldwide. It has been published in more than 35 countries
(USA, UK, France, Italy, China, Portugal, Brasil, South America, Germany, Holland, Japan...).
•Film version in Netflix.
•Redondo has participated intensively in the creative process of the graphic novel. “The richness, the care, the detail
of the elements included in the novel have been transferred to the comic in an extraordinary way,” says Redondo.
About the authors:
ERNEST SALA (Olot, Spain, 1988). Specialized in comics and illustration, he has worked in different fields, including
magazines and books. In addition, he teaches illustration. This graphic novel is his first important title.
DOLORES REDONDO (Donostia, Spain, 1969). She has a degree in Law. She started her writing career with short stories
and books for children until she published her thriller masterpiece: the Trilogy of the Baztán, which became a literary
phenomenon.
A note from the editor:
“Ernest Sala’s first major work as complete author is a mesmerizing thriller based one of the biggest Spanish novels
of the last decade. Sala’s pencils are astonishing for a first breakthrough talent, and his narrative is one of a master
storyteller. Ernest Sala has a great career on his future awaiting him and we are honored to be with him along the
way”.
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THE BAZTAN TRILOGY: THE LEGACY OF THE BONES

ERNEST SALA/DOLORES REDONDO
Publication date: February 2014
ISBN: 978-84-16543-84-7
Format: 21,8 x 29,5 cm/ 96 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 20 €
3 book Series: Trilogy. 1st issue: available, 2nd issue:
available, 3rd issue: November 2018
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Thriller, Crime

Summary:
One year after solving a series of murders in the Baztan valley, Detective Inspector Amaia Salazar attends the triall of
Johana Marquez’s stepfather, Jasón Medina, who raped, maimed and murdered his stepdaughter.
Suddenly the judge announces that the trial should be cancelled: the defendant has just committed suicide in
the bathroom of the courthouse. He has left a suicide note addressed to Amaia, containing just a mysterious and
disturbing word: ‘Tarttalo’.
Sales points:
•Second graphic novel based on the famous crime series The Baztan Trilogy, by the Spanish author Dolores Redondo.
•Next and last issue: Offering to the Storm (2018).
•The trilogy of novels has sold more than one million copies worldwide. Published in more than 35 countries (USA, UK,
France, Italy, China, Portugal, Brasil, South America, Germany, Holland, Japan...).
•Film version in Netflix.
•Redondo has participated intensively in the creative process of the graphic novel. “The richness, the care, the detail
of the elements included in the novel have been transferred to the comic in an extraordinary way,” says Redondo.
About the authors:
ERNEST SALA (Olot, Spain, 1988). Specialized in comics and illustration, he has worked in different fields, including
magazines and books. In addition, he teaches illustration. This graphic novel is his first important title.
DOLORES REDONDO (Donostia, Spain, 1969). She has a degree in Law. She started her writing career with short
stories and books for children until she published her thriller masterpiece: the Baztán Trilogy, which became a literary
phenomenon.
A note from the editor:
“Ernest Sala’s first major work as complete author is a mesmerizing thriller based on of the biggest Spanish novels
of the last decade. Sala’s pencils are astonishing for a first breakthrough talent and his narrative is one of a master
storyteller. Ernest Sala has a great career awaiting him, and we are honored to be with him along the way”.
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THE BAZTAN TRILOGY: OFFERING TO THE STORM

ERNEST SALA/DOLORES REDONDO
Publication date: November 2017
ISBN: 978-84-9146-755-7
Format: 21,8 x 29,5 cm/ 120 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 20 €
3 book Series: Trilogy. 1st issue: available, 2nd issue:
available, 3rd issue: November 2018
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Thriller, Crime

Summary:
A month has past since Police Inspector got her son back and detained Berasategui. But even when the Guardia
Civil and the judge Markina thinks Rosario is dead, Amaia feels that she is still in danger, a feeling that only Jonan
understands. A girl’s shocking death will trigger some superstitions: voices that announce that Inguma, the demon
that immobilize those who sleep, drinks his breath and steals their lifes, is lurking around the valley.
Sales points:
•Third and last graphic novel based on the famous crime series The Baztan Trilogy, by the Spanish author Dolores
Redondo.
•The trilogy of novels has sold more than one million copies worldwide. Published in more than 35 countries (USA, UK,
France, Italy, China, Portugal, Brasil, South America, Germany, Holland, Japan...).
•Film version in Netflix.
•Redondo has participated intensively in the creative process of the graphic novel. “The richness, the care, the detail
of the elements included in the novel have been transferred to the comic in an extraordinary way,” says Redondo.
About the author:
ERNEST SALA (Olot, Spain, 1988). Specialized in comics and illustration, he has worked in different fields, including
magazines and books. In addition, he teaches illustration. This graphic novel is his first important title.
DOLORES REDONDO (Donostia, Spain, 1969). She started her writing career with short stories and books for children
until she published her thriller masterpiece: the Baztán Trilogy, which became a literary phenomenon.
A note from the editor:
“Every pretext has a final cause. When Ernest Sala took the reins of this adaptation, he took up the pretext of making
a graphic novel that could move us to the Baztán’s mystery and involve each reader inside the sketches until the end.
Not only he has solved it in a superb way. In addition, he closes the trilogy with an exemplary maturity in the graphic
adaptation projects.”.
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TOMAS FALSAS
JOSÉ FONOLLOSA
Publication date: March 2016
ISBN:978-84-16476-83-1
Format:16,8 x 16,8 cm/ 72 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 9,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Rights sold in: USA (IDW) and Germany (Panini)
Principal readership: 12+
Category: Humour

Summary:

E-BOOK

Gift book filled with hilarious parodies of the most famous films and TV series: Star Wars, ET, Batman, The Lord of the
Rings, Game of Thrones, Gremlins...
Sales points:
•For movie and joke lovers.
•Fonollosa is specialized in humor, parody, cats and satires.
•Gift book format.
About the author:
JOSÉ FONOLLOSA (Valencia, España,1975) Experienced cartoonist who cut his teeth in the 90s in many fanzines. His
funny and hilarious works have been published by Planeta, Dargaud or Panini Germany.
A note from the editor:
“José Fonollosa is well known in Spain for several parodies, but when he approached us to check our interest in this
title, little did we know it would be one of our fastest Foreign Rights bestsellers. Fonollosa’s work and universal humor
here well deserve it”.
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GO!
JOSÉ FONOLLOSA
Publication date: October 2016
ISBN: 978-84-16816-73-6
Format:16,8 x 16,8cm/ 72 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 9,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Rights sold in: Italy (Magic Press) and Germany (Panini)
Principal readership: 12+
Category: Humour
E-BOOK

Summary:
Inside this gift book you will find obsessed trainers, harassed pokémon...and even Pope Francisco and Batman. The
most irreverent parody of the succesful and trendy game.
Sales points:
•Pokémon Go! is a world wide phenomenon on everyone’s lips.
•Fonollosa is specialized in humor, parody, cats and satires.
•Gift book format.
About the author:
JOSÉ FONOLLOSA (Valencia, España,1975) Experienced cartoonist who cut his teeth in the 90s in many fanzines. His
funny and hilarious works have been published by Planeta, Dargaud or Panini Germany.
A note from the editor:
“Following TOMAS FALSAS, Fonollosa was perfect for the parody of the most talked about videogame of the decade,
probably of the century. With his personal touch and universal humor, Fonollosa is able to do one-page gags that go
directly to every news and mention we have heard about this game. And he does so with a laugh!”.
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LAS ABUELAS DAN EL GOLPE
RAQUEL FRANCO/CRISTINA BUENO
Publication date: June 2015
ISBN: 978-84-16090-63-1
Format: 17,1 x 24cm/ 56 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 14,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Rights sold in: France (Steinkis)
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Realism, Humour, Social
E-BOOK

Summary:
A sunny morning, four sweet old ladies intend to rob a bank, only armed with a crutch and a pair of knitting needles!
Soon, the police surround the venue and television cameras invade the zone. When the policemen try to go into the
bank, we discover the painful reasons behind this alleged crime ...
Sales points:
•Social comic about poverty and the elderly from a female point of view.
•Both authors are women and young, giving a personal touch to the story.
About the author:
CRISTINA BUENO (Barcelona). Freelance illustrator, graphic designer and comic book author.
RAQUEL FRANCO (Barcelona). Although she works as a lawyer, Raquel combines her career with her writing passion.
This is her first comic book.

A note from the editor:
“Two talents as Cristina Bueno and Raquel Franco join to create this humoristic adventure with sensitive background.
Four elderly women around 75 and 80 years old decide to rob a bank together with the intention of sharing the rest
of their life hand in hand, and fight with their ghosts, loneliness and eviction. Real feelings from many elderly people.
A story that you will be yours by only reading it.”
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LOS MITOS DE CTHULHU DE LOVECRAFT
ESTEBAN MAROTO
Publication date: April 2016
ISBN: 978-84-16693-28-3
Format: 20 x 27,6 cm/ 88 pp. Hardcover. B&W
Retail Price: 14,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Rights sold in: USA (IDW), Italy (Magic Press)
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Fantasy, Horror
E-BOOK

Summary:
Veteran author illustrates three of the best stories by terror creator H. P. Lovecraft in a perfect fusion between content
and form.
Sales points:
•Maroto shows his less known facet: a master of horror.
•Contains: “The nameless city”, “Ceremonial” and “Myths of Cthulhu”.
•A masterpiece in a deluxe edition.
About the author:
ESTEBAN MAROTO (Madrid, 1942). Famous and veteran Spanish comic author. Internationally successful, he has
worked for DC Comics (Aquaman), Warren (Creepy) and Dark Horse (Conan).
A note from the editor:
“If you can have Esteban Maroto on one hand and Lovecraft on the other, why not bring them together? Publising this
story, after our first collaboration with LEYENDAS DE SAN JORGE, is also one of the best moments one can experience
as an editor. Two myths collide in this book, both Lovecraft and Maroto, and the result is one for the ages”.
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LAS LEYENDAS DE SAN JORGE
ESTEBAN MAROTO
Publication date: April 2015
ISBN: 978-84-16244-18-8
Format: 21,2 x 32 cm/ 56 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 18,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Fantasy

E-BOOK

Summary:
A knight, a princess, a dragon, a book and a rose. A unique way to enjoy the international legend as never before.
The famous Spanish author Esteban Maroto becomes a special storyteller, collecting international versions of Saint
George myth in a jaw-dropping book.
Sales points:
•This book includes exclusive and spectacular illustrations, specially created by Maroto plus some remastered pieces.
•Saint George’s legend with a magnificent and brilliant touch of an experienced artist.
•Patron Saint in Bulgary, England, Ireland, Portugal, Malta, Catalonia, Georgia...
•A masterpiece in a deluxe edition.
About the author:
ESTEBAN MAROTO (Madrid, 1942). Famous and veteran Spanish comic author. Internationally well-known, he has
worked for DC Comics (Aquaman), Warren (Creepy) and Dark Horse (Conan).
A note from the editor:
“Legendary author Esteban Maroto brings several illustrations with the St. George Legend in mind in what is, without
any kind of doubt, one of the best experiences an editor can have. To be able to select art pieces from his collection,
as well as being able to develop a new short story with him is something impossible to describe. Every page in this
book is proof enough of the great talent Maroto has”.
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NAVE PRISIÓN
ESTEBAN MAROTO/BRUCE JONES
Publication date: March 2017
ISBN: 978-84-9146-208-8
Format: 20 x 27,6 cm/ 120 pp. Hardcover. B&W
Retail Price: 18,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Adventures, Science-fiction

Summary:
After Las leyendas de San Jorge and Los mitos de Cthulhu, Babel keeps recovering the work of Esteban Maroto,
renowned international author with one of the best careers in Spanish comics.
On this occasion we reissued Nave Prisión, scripted by Bruce Jones, with materials restored directly from Maroto’s
originals and with a newly created cover. The story, originally published in 1981 in 1984 magazine by Toutain publishing
firm, is framed in a science fiction world in which a prison ship crashes and its inmates flee on a planet where the
protagonist will hunt them.
Sales points:
* Classic story edited by Warren in the United States.
* It is a self-contained volume of about 120 pages in black and white.
* Same format as The Myths of Cthulhu.
About the authors:
ESTEBAN MAROTO (Madrid, 1942). Famous and veteran Spanish comic author. Internationally well-known, he has
worked for DC Comics (Aquaman), Warren (Creepy) and Dark Horse (Conan).
BRUCE JONES (Kansas City, 1946) is a famous comic book writer. He is known for his work in Hulk, Conan and Ka-Zar
among other titles. He has also worked for Creepy and Eerie magazines.
A note from the editor:
“Following the success of Esteban Maroto’s portrayal of CTHULHU’S MYTHS, now we are proud to announce the
recovery of one of his classic stories. The book has been remade from zero, from Maroto’s original artwork, following
the essence of the story for the first time.”
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HIMAWARI
BELÉN ORTEGA
Publication date: October 2017
ISBN: 978-84-16693-92-4
Format: 14,8 x 21 cm/ 192 pp. Paperback with flaps. B&W
Retail Price: 12,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Adventures

Summary:
Bakumatsu period. Himawari, a four years old girl and her older brother Shunya watch in terror how his parents are
murdered in fornt of their eyes. Helpless, they flee to the mountains to save their lives as they see how the smoke and
flames rise in his village.
Twelve years later, the two brothers undertake a bloody search of the responsables of the massacre that will lead
them to the vecinities of Edo, where they will find a suspect of the bloodbath leading an important clan.

Sales points:
* Best Spanish Manga Award by Ficomic
* Brand new cover and extra material
* Western title with eastern right-to-left reading style

About the author:
BELÉN ORTEGA (1986) has a Degree in Fine Arts from the University of Granada and has expanded her studies at
the Human Academy in Osaka (Japan). Her first professional work has the Best Spanish Manga Award by Ficomic
(Himawari, Glènat 2011) and in 2010 won the Best Illustrator Award by Expomanga in Madrid.

A note from the editor:
“The pencils of Belén Ortega (Millenium, Dargaud, and exclusive variant cover for the Spanish edition of Kodansha’s
Blade of the Immortal manga) reveal pure art in this fascinating samurai story. A personal project created by his
passionate interest in Japanese world, its history and legends. Sharpen your samurai eyes, and enjoy her art in this
spectacular manga.”
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VAMOS NENA, QUE TE COMEN
LA MERIENDA
MARTA MASANA/SO BLONDE
Publication date: February 2018
ISBN: 978-84-9146-566-9
Format: 19,4 x 25,5 cm/ 112 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 17,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 10+
Category: Humour

Summary:
Midlife crisis, teenage insecurities, digital flirting, a rebellious old woman, abusive bosses, a ghostly voyeur, a toxic
mother-in-law, a friend in her second youth, a forty-year-old boyfriend and a homicidal boar. This is Maika’s life and
her closest realtives and friends. When you’re nearly forty and you do not like your day to day, it’s time to look at your
life and make it count.
Sales points:
*New title from ZIGZAG collection.
*The cartoonists belong to a new wave of female illustrators that are joining a comic book market which, until now,
has been mainly masculine.
About the author:
MARTA MASANA is a cartoonist who since 2015 publishes weekly in El Jueves magazine. In May 2016 she self-published
the compilation of her webcomic Mocca Café, which she has been drawing since 2013. Her latest work Nena, que
te comen la merienda, illustrated with So Blonde, has been published by Planeta Cómic.
SO BLONDE writes: scripts, tales, novels… She declares that has spent more time in the faculty than blackboards
themselves. She is also a social networks heavy user.
A note from the editor:
“So Blonde and Marta Masana are a great combo: creativity, tenderness, strength, insecurities, lightness… This is
the reason why Vamos, Nena, que te comen la merienda works so well: have you ever had a bad day at work? felt
overwhelmed by exams? desperately need a huge? If the answer is yes, this comic is for you. Marta and So have
reunited a group of women, with inquisitiveness and worries, passing throw good, bad and hilarious moments.”
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FEBRERO
ÁLEX MARTÍNEZ/ALLAN RABELLO
Publication date: Pending
ISBN: Pending
Format: Pending
Retail Price: Pending
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 16+
Category: Thriller, Crime

Summary:
Willy, a lonely man that keeps a dark secret, will be murdered in broad daylight. Óscar’s life changes when he finds
out that the killer is none other than his father. But Willy’s dead is just the top of the iceberg on a revenge that affects
directly and indirectly a wide range of characters besides Óscar and his father.

Sales points:
* The action occurs in Barcelona.
* Thrilling and dramatic narration filled with different and seemingly away but intertwined characters.
* Allan Rabello is one of the top Spanish artist to follow.

About the author:
ALEX MARTÍNEZ is a designer, illustrator and writer. He has worked in advertising and is the founder of Latraama
Cómics. As a writer, he has published Viaje Infernal, La Radio de Delley and Excavación.
ALLAN RABELO is a Illustrator and storyboarder. He has worked in Hungry Man, Estudio Mariscal and Frame01. Norma
Editoral has published some of his works.

A note from the editor:
“I wanted to publish this book since the first time I saw their portfolio. FEBRUARY is a really good thriller, with an exciting
script from Alex and a visual narrative from Allan that confirms him as one of the top Spanish artist to follow. This
graphic novel is a really page-turner that catches you from the beginning.”
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THAT MOMENT
PATO MENA
Publication date: Summer 2018
ISBN: 978-84-9146-562-1
Format: 16,8 x 16,8 cm/ 72 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: Pending
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 16+
Category: Realism, Humour, Social

E-BOOK

Summary:
Collection of illustrated panels that shows a casual and every day sense of humour. A new perspective to common
issues that could be constantly seen everywhere. Pato’s style transmits freshness and spontaneity, as the situations
he represents.
Sales points:
•Pato Mena has published successfully in Chile, Mexico and Argentina.
*Online phenomenon.
•Snapshots about usual situations from an unique point of view and sensibility.
*Gift book format.

A note from the editor:
“Those moments that every one of us suffer and enjoy in secret, without sharing them, but all of us recognize that at
any given time. Relive those moments page by page in this book. These moments recreated by Pato Mena recall our
own events that all of us live in any time of our life. A gift book to share with friends and yourself.”
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SUPER GAMES SAGA
JUAN CARLOS BONACHE
Publication date: Fall 2018
ISBN: Pending
Format: 15 x 23 cm
Retail Price: 15 €
One shot/series: 3 one-shots
Rights: Available worldwide
Principal readership: 14+
Category: Videogames, Humour
E-BOOK

Summary:
SUPER GAMES SAGA covers three of the main videoconsoles and their games in the 80s and 90s. From GAME BOY to
SUPER NINTENDO and PLAYSTATION, Bonache delivers one page gags with hilarious humor and nostalgia attacks to all
readers, those who enjoyed these systems at the time and new players interested in taking a look at how videogames
looked.
Sales points:
•
•
•
•

Videogame related.
Nostalgia.
Worldwide recognisition of classic videogames and consoles.
Humour and parody.

About the authors:
Juan Carlos Bonache (Barcelona,1978) is a self-taught artist known for his online comics, above all related to sex and
humour. He has also published with Norma Editorial (Una vez dicho ésto...), Panini (¡Socorro! Somos padres primeros y
¡Socorro! Somos abuelos primerizos) and Penguin Random House (Los chistes más locos)
A note from the editor:
“Bonache delivers some of his best work in these pages, with his trademark humor, both nostalgic and cynical,
laughing out loud with every page, going from one videogame to another, in a great travel through videogames
history.”
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STUFF THAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU HAVE AN ARTIST’S LIFE!

KATIA GRIFOLS
Publication date: 2017
ISBN:978-84-16476-83-1
Format:16,8X 16,8 cm/ 72 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 9,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 12+
Category: Humour

Summary:
I’m a mess, I’m Spanish and I work as a freelance in a foreign country!!! Life is hard when you live with so many guys
and you think you are still a child. Anyway, life is the best thing that can happen!! Here you will find the “best” and
the “worst” slices of my life with some crappy drawings and terrible misspellings! I hope you enjoy as much as I did
making it!
Sales points:
•Katia is Spanish but lives in the USA. She has worked for Mattel, Dreamworks and Disney.
•The author is a heavy user of social networks.
•She belongs to a new wave of female illustrators that are joining the comic market, which, until now, has been
mainly masculine.
•Targeted to a new and increasing audience for casual comic-books: young adult females.
About the author:
KATIA GRIFOLS (Barcelona, Spain) Visual Development Artist for Mattel, Dreamworks and Disney. She is also a
comic book artist (Soleil). Katia is currently studying Illustration for Entertainment at the Art Center College of Design
(Pasadena).
A note from the editor:
“Based on her own real experiences, Kat Grifols (cartoonist, designer and entrepreneur) explains in her original book
what happens when you believe that your life is idyllic, and then you have to face reality. Live the artist life without
stereotypes. Build your life from zero and discover the real and profitable moments it has.”
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THE PANEL
LA VIÑETA
Publication date: 2017
ISBN: Pending
Format:16,8X 16,8 cm/ 72 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 9,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Humour

Summary:
Currently the most hilarious webcomic in Spain. After its overwhelming success in social networks, find here its greatest
hits and a large number of unpublished and politically incorrect strips. Get closer to its genuine style of cutting and
caustic jokes. Intelligent humor in capital letters.
Sales points:
•Spanish webcomic similar to Cyanide and Happiness.
•Almost 55.000 followers on Facebook. www.facebook.com/lavinieta
•Webcomic on www.lavineta.com
•Unpublished comic strips included.
A note from the editor:
“Intelligence and humor join forces in order to delight us with the most savage strips on the Internet. Humour without
censure that you have to share. If you are looking for something different and a unique reading experience, this is
your book. Believe me, you need a Phil, Clark, Erudite and Simpleton in your life!”
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INFORTUNIOS COTIDIANOS
CORAL
Publication date: October 2018
ISBN: 978-84-9146-561-4
Format:16,8X 16,8 cm/ 72 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: Pending
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 10+
Category: Humour

Summary:
There are invisible beings responsible for the most inexplicable common events. Tricks that you assumed as the result
of bad luck or clumsiness. Coincidences that we all suffer in our daily routines, caused by these mythological beings
that, in spite of everything, will make you smile.
Sales points:
•Spanish webcomic similar to Cyanide and Happiness.
•Almost 55.000 followers on Facebook. www.facebook.com/lavinieta
•Webcomic on www.lavineta.com
•Unpublished comic strips included.
A note from the editor:
“Damn! You’ve overslept, because last night, although you was deadly tired, the sleep hadn’t come until the wee
hours. You run into the shower drinking your coffee. Where are the keys? You left them right there on the counter…
And when you check the time at your phone, you are invited to two birthdays and a concert at Saturday! You know
what I’m talking about and Coral has drawn it. We are glad to introduce you to Ridon, Muho, Pinpin and Barry. THEIR
pleasure…”
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ENDURANCE SPECIAL EDITION
LUIS BUSTOS
Publication date: December 2015
ISBN: 978-84-16090-33-4
Format: 17,1x24 cm/ 200 pp. Hardcover. B&W
Retail Price: 25 €
One shot/series: One shot
Rights sold in: USA (IDW)
Principal readership: 16+
Category: Adventures, History

Summary:
This story is about a failure. But also it is about a success: The journey of 27 men commanded by the Anglo-Irish pioneer
Sir Ernest Shackleton and their trip to the Antarctic in 1914 on a ship named Endurance.
This Imperial expedition had a challenging objective: crossing for the very first time the Antarctic by sled. The explorers
were going to live the most incredible story about survival and overcoming ever told.

Sales points:
•Centenary celebration of this challenge in 2015.
•Extra material included (maps, original pictures by the National Geographic Society, sketches...).
•Recommended book for Secondary School as a tool for promoting positive values.

About the author:
LUIS BUSTOS (Madrid, España,1973) Bustos is a cross-disciplinary Spanish who works as an illustrator and comic author
for magazines, publishing companies and also advertising campaigns. His comic books have been successfully
released by Planeta, Astiberri and Glénat.
A note from the editor:
“This is one story already told in several media hundreds of times… but Luis Bustos’ unique style empowers this tale of
survival like nobody else before him”.
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LOS CAMINANTES: ORÍGENES
CARLOS SISÍ/ ENRIC REBOLLO
Publication date: March 2014
ISBN: 978-84-15821-78-6
Format: 15x23 cm/ 144 pp. Hardcover. B&W
Retail Price: 15,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Horror, zombies

E-BOOK

Summary:
A heartbreaking tale of human survival. After a devastating pandemic, almost all the world population has been
erased. Meanwhile a new menace emerges from chaos: a horde of hungry undead bodies.
Sales points:
•Graphic novel prequel of the best selling post-apocalyptic fiction saga by Carlos Sisí. Before the most famous zombie
Trilogy of novels in Spain. Before Los Caminantes, Necrópolis and Hades Nebula.
•Total book sales: 50.000 units.
About the author:
CARLOS SISÍ (Madrid, España, 1971) Sisí is one of the best selling authors in Spain. His main work is the Zombie Trilogy
Los Caminantes, a multi-awarded and best-selling trilogy of novels about walking dead and human survival in a postapocalyptical Spain. In spite of being focused on prose, he has written the script of this comic prequel.
ENRIC REBOLLO (Badalona, España, 1974). Cross-disciplinary Catalan illustrator (comic, magazines, children books).

A note from the editor:
“Based on Carlos Sisi bestselling novels, here we have a new original story from Carlos Sisi’s own script, with enrich
Rebollo’s perfect synergy in pencils. A Black and White origin story for one of the best zombie stories ever told in
Spanish narrative”.
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MIDNIGHT
CARLOS SISÍ/ ITTAI MANERO
Publication date: December 2014
ISBN: 978-84-16090-32-7
Format: 18,3x27,6 cm/ 80 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 14,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 10+
Category: Fantasy

Summary:
Something awesome is happening: the sunrise is missing! The kingdom is worried about the phenomenon, although
some beings are delighted with it. Farmers think that without the sunlight, there won’t be any potatoes and...there is
nothing more important than potatoes!
Moreover, lots of annoying and naughty ghosts are messing around everywhere. In order to solve this matter, the king
has called his personal bodyguard: Knight, who comes to investigate, dressed in his impressive magical armor. This is
the beginning of an adventure full of magic and surprises.
Sales points:
•Magical and medieval tale for all ages.
•By Carlos Sisí, one of the best-selling authors in Spain.
About the author:
CARLOS SISÍ (Madrid, España, 1971), Sisí is one of the best-selling authors in Spain. His main work is the Zombie Trilogy
Los Caminantes, a multi-awarded series of novels about walking dead and human survival in a post-apocalyptic
Spain.
ITTAI MANERO (Tarragona, Spain, 1986). Draftsman, illustrator and colorist with a special and colorful touch, perfect
for this title.
A note from the editor:
“Following a classical way of storytelling, Ittai Manero’s art delivers one of the most enjoyable and attractive humor
characters of the last years, along with Carlos Sisi’s script, showing his skill to do other kind of genre away from his
zombie bestseller Los caminantes”
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MR BULB
PASCUAL FERRY
Publication date: April 2013
ISBN: 978-84-15480-93-8
Format: 15 x 23 cm/ 160 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 15,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 16+
Category: Fantasy

Summary:

E-BOOK

Mr Bulb is the prototypic representation of the idea as a concept. Therefore, Bulb is surrounded by different emotions
(laziness, happiness, envy, greed, etc) in the shape of monsters (negative feelings) or crystalline beings (for positive
moods).
Each strip transmits an emotion of Mr Bulb and its reaction dealing with all kind of human feelings. They can be read
and understood differently by each one, according to their own experiences and perspectives.
Sales points:
•A personal self-reflection about being human.
•Ferry presents his most personal work. He has done all the creative processes for this title: script, pencil, illustration.
About the author:
PASCUAL FERRY (Barcelona, España, 1961). Ferry is a prestigious comic author (mainly, illustrator). During 20 years, he
has worked for Marvel and DC Comics in some of their famous series such as The Fantastic 4. Iron Man, The Advengers
or Superman. He also teaches at the comic school Escola Joso.
A note from the editor:
“Pasqual Ferry is one of the best known Spanish authors around the world due to his work on DC and Marvel with
characters such as Superman or Thor. Here we find the most personal side of this bestselling author. Every page
becomes an idea and that idea is followed by an image that allows readers to be immersive in the particular and
unique storytelling of this book”.
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LÁGRIMAS EN LA LLUVIA
ROSA MONTERO/CAMPANARIO
Publication date: October 2011
ISBN: 978-84-684-7565-6
Format: 15 x 23 cm/ 200 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 14,95 €
One shot/series: One shot
Principal readership: 18+
Category: Thriller, Science Fiction

Summary:
Madrid 2109. Suddenly, the number of dysfunctional robots increases. Meanwhile, an anonymous source changes
the United States of Earth Central Archives in order to modify Human History.
Alone and aggressive in a hectic and unstable world, detective Bruna Husky investigates this world-wide issue,
constantly fearful of being betrayed by allies and only accompanied by marginal beings.
Sales points:
•Based on the best seller novel by Rosa Montero, Lágrimas en Lluvia. Inspired by Blade Runner.
•Novel sales: 35000 units.
•Awarded as Best Graphic Novel in 2011 by el Saló del Cómic de Barcelona
About the authors:
ROSA MONTERO (Madrid, 1951). Famous Spanish novelist. She has a degree in Journalism and Psychology.
DAMIÁN CAMPANARIO (Barcelona, 1976). Social worker who combines different collaborations with multiple comic
projects as a script-writer.
ALESSANDRO VALDRIGHI (Italy, 1980). Multidisciplinar artist (comic, publishing, designer), Valdrighi was in charge of
illustrating this version.
A note from the editor:
“One of the first graphic novel adaptations we did of a novel, this story based on a book by Rosa Montero delivers
a great homage to Blade Runner”.
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VIRTUAL HERO
EL RUBIUS
Publication date: Septiembre 2015
ISBN:978-84-9998-500-8
Format: 22 x 28,5 cm/ 64 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 15,90 €
One shot/series: On-going series
Principal readership: 14+
Category: Adventures, Science Fiction

Summary:
The most charismatic character of the network and the youtuber with more followers, stars this comic inspired by
video games, which will take you to explore different worlds, fight against hostile creatures or overcome impossible
tests.
A hero of the gamer world, ELRUBIUS offers you to accompany him in this unique experience that will make you travel
in time to save the girl of his dreams and move between the virtual dimension and the real world.
Sales points:
•El Rubius’ channel currently has over 5 billion views and 24 million subscribers, making it the 5th most subscribed on
YouTube, the second most subscribed channel in the Spanish language, and the most subscribed YouTube channel
in Spain.
About the author:
Rubén Doblas Gundersen (born on 13 February 1990), better known by his pseudonym El Rubius or elrubiusOMG, is a
Spanish YouTube personality whose channel primarily consists of gameplays.
A tweet from Rubius’s official twitter account was the most retweeted tweet in the world for the year 2016. The tweet
was retweeted more than 1.3 million times.
A note from the editor:
“This is an epic, action-packed story with traitors, innocents, unexpected encounters, new friends, worlds of video
games of all kind and, last but not least, love...lots of love.r”.
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VIRTUAL HERO II. THE IMPOSSIBLE TOWER
EL RUBIUS
Publication date: June 2016
ISBN: 978-84-9998-546-6
Format: 22 x 28,5 cm/ 64 pp. Hardcover. Color
Retail Price: 15,90 €
One shot/series: On-going series
Principal readership: 14+
Category: Adventures, Science Fiction

Summary:
The worlds of the network’s game have merged, everyone plays in the same place a once, utter chaos reigns and
apparently elrubius is the one responsible... The secret seems to be in a mysterious tower and someone insists in our
hero reaching it. It can be a trap...
Virtual Hero, extraordinary sales success both in Spain and Latin America, was the first of the series; The Impossible
Tower is the next title of a series of comics featuring elrubius. Characterized as a hero gamer, many of the characters
we already know from his previous adventure will accompany him in this new episode. With everyone’s help he will
overcome a new challenge in the network.
Sales points:
•El Rubius’ channel currently has over 5 billion views and 24 million subscribers, making it the 5th most subscribed on
YouTube, the second most subscribed channel in the Spanish language, and the most subscribed YouTube channel
in Spain.
About the author:
RUBÉN DOBLAS GUNDERSEN (born on 13 February 1990), better known by his pseudonym El Rubius or elrubiusOMG, is
a Spanish YouTube personality whose channel primarily consists of gameplays.
A tweet from Rubius’s official twitter account was the most retweeted tweet in the world for the year 2016. The tweet
was retweeted more than 1.3 million times.
A note from the editor:
“The second installment of an epic story set in the universe of gamers and comic youtubers.”.
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WIGETTA. A MAGIC TRIP
VEGETTA777/ WILLYREX
Publication date: March 2015
ISBN: 978-84-9998-463-6
Format: 15 x 23 cm/ 192 pp. Paperback. Color
Retail Price: 9,95 €
One shot/series: On-going series
Principal readership: 14+
Category: Adventures, Science Fiction

Summary:
For Willy and Vegetta a zombie invasion that fulminates the place where they live is just the beginning of a great
adventure. Trips to deepest sea, intense duels at dawn, mysterious witches and fearsome giants...
To save his friends and return his people to normal life, the most intrepid pair in YouTube will face all dangers,
accompanied by their funny pets, Trotuman and Vakypandy. And you will be able to leave your signature on their
adventures with a pencil stroke!
Sales points:
•The saga starring the youtubers with more fans in the online universe.
About the authors:
WILLYREX has over 10 million subscribers in his channel TheWillyrex and more than 7 million in Willyrex. https://www.
youtube.com/user/TheWillyrex
VEGETTA777 has over 15 million subscribers. His channel is Vegetta777 https://www.youtube.com/user/vegetta777
A note from the editor:
“An illustrated and interactive story that is inspired by the world of video games and the universe of the famous
Willyrex and Vegetta777.”.
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WIGETTA AND THE GOLDEN CROSIER
VEGETTA777/ WILLYREX
Publication date: November 2015
ISBN: 978-84-9998-516-9
Format: 15 x 23 cm/ 192 pp. Paperback. Color
Retail Price: 12,95 €
One shot/series: On-going series
Principal readership: 14+
Category: Adventures, Science Fiction

Summary:
After the last attack, the inhabitants of Pueblo have regained tranquility and they lead a peaceful life. Everything
seems to work perfectly. However, a series of mysterious disappearances will alter things...An external threat, with a
very peculiar shape; an extraordinary creature endowed with a powerful weapon; a key to discover...
Sales points:
•The saga starring the youtubers with more fans in the online universe.
About the authors:
WILLYREX has over 10 million subscribers in his channel TheWillyrex and more than 7 million in Willyrex. https://www.
youtube.com/user/TheWillyrex
VEGETTA777 has over 15 million subscribers. His channel is Vegetta777 https://www.youtube.com/user/vegetta777
A note from the editor:
“The team of Willy, Vegetta and their pets, Trotuman and Vakypandy, will risk their lives again and will test their
extraordinary wit to solve the problem in a new and awesome adventure with color drawings and augmented
reality.”.
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WIGETTA AND THE SECRET ANTIDOTE
VEGETTA777/ WILLYREX
Publication date: March 2016
ISBN: 978-84-9998-524-4
Format: 15 x 23 cm/ 192 pp. Paperback. Color
Retail Price: 12,95 €
One shot/series: On-going series
Principal readership: 14+
Category: Adventures, Science Fiction

Summary:
We already know them...they are Willy, Vegetta, Trotuman and Vakypandy. We have seen them fight against zombies,
witches and giants to protect Pueblo and its inhabitants. Afterwards they rebuilt their world and recovered tranquility
after facing a strange new threat which, once again, they will overcome.
Once the terrible attack of the golden crosier overcome, calm has returned to Pueblo. However, there is no rest
for Willy, Vegetta, Vakypandy and Trotuman: the four friends have to undertake a new adventure to prevent the
Codebook fall into the hands of an ambitious and ruthless leader. The team, joined with some other characters, will
be immersed in the secular struggle facing the people of the mountains against the underwater people. Through an
interdimensional threshold they will access Empire City and other worlds in which they will have to overcome all kinds
of tests, solve complex puzzles and confront powerful enemies. Will they return with success on this occasion?
Sales points:
• The saga starring the youtubers with more fans in the online universe.
About the authors:
WILLYREX has over 10 million subscribers in his channel TheWillyrex and more than 7 million in Willyrex. https://www.
youtube.com/user/TheWillyrex
VEGETTA777 has over 15 million subscribers. His channel is Vegetta777 https://www.youtube.com/user/vegetta777
A note from the editor:
“An illustrated story that is inspired by the world of video games and the universe of the famous Willyrex and
Vegetta777.”.
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